Volunteerism is a Business Strategy
Join the Leaders: Bay Area Corporate Volunteer Council
Points of Light Institute’s 2007 CVC of the Year
BACVC Members
AAA of Northern California *
Adobe Systems, Inc.
Amgen
The Ascent Services Group
Charles Schwab and Co., Inc.
Chevron Corporation
The Clorox Company
Deloitte
Electronic Arts
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Franklin Templeton Investments
Gap Inc. *
Genentech
Hilton San Francisco
Kaiser Permanente
KPMG LLP *
Levi Strauss & Co. *
McKesson Corporation
Norcal Waste Systems, Inc.
Oracle *
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Public Policy Institute of California
Robert Half International
Salesforce.com *
San Francisco Business Times
Sherwood Design Engineers
Synopsys, Inc.
United Business Media LLC *
Walmart.com
Wells Fargo *
* National recipient of the Award for 		
Excellence in Workplace Volunteering

Our Mission:
As leaders in corporate community service, the Bay Area Corporate
Volunteer Council (BACVC), through collaboration with local
nonprofits, seeks to maximize the positive impact of corporations
in the community. To champion corporate involvement, the BACVC
provides educational and networking opportunities for businesses
and encourages all businesses to leverage their employees’ passions,
diverse perspectives and skills for the betterment of the community
through volunteering.

BACVC membership can help you:
• Maximize your impact through strategic community involvement
• Stay ahead of trends in the field
• Network with your peers across industries
• Benchmark & evaluate your community involvement program
• Identify nonprofits that work well with corporate groups
• Enhance your image as an engaged community partner

The BACVC is a fee-based membership program.
Annual benefits include:
• Access to BACVC members-only website, bacvc.org, featuring 		
resources, event listings and BACVC member contact information
• Networking and knowledge sharing with other Bay Area corporate
volunteer professionals
• Five hours of consulting from The Volunteer Center
• A group referral list to a pool of nonprofits specifically trained to 		
work with groups of employee volunteers
• Regular facilitated meetings on employee volunteer program best
practices

More Information:
Please call 415-982-8999 Ext 250 or
email bacvc@thevolunteercenter.net.

volunteer!

Here’s What BACVC’s Diverse Members Have to Say:
My experience with the BACVC has been nothing short of phenomenal. The quality of
the programming combined with the collective expertise in corporate volunteer trends
makes the CVC events “must-attend” events in my mind. The Volunteer Center staff does
an excellent job of keeping us organized and on-topic, and they secure terrific guest
speakers to do deep dives into some of the most recent trends in corporate volunteerism.
My colleagues do an excellent job of sharing some of their common frustrations, but
always follow-up with recommended solutions.
Carrie Varoquiers
President, McKesson Foundation
VP, Community Relations, McKesson Corporation
As leader of a team responsible for developing and implementing a new company
volunteer program, we have come to depend on the BACVC for quality programming
and expert advice with a variety of our programs. The Volunteer Center staff is always
available and does an excellent job of providing solutions to complex issues we face.
We’re on our way to having a first-rate Employee Volunteer Program thanks to The
Volunteer Center staff and the BACVC.
Stephan Pippen
Volunteer Program Supervisor
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
The moment I became involved with community outreach on behalf of my company, I
contacted the BACVC for mentoring, support and advice. Additionally, when anyone asks
for advice about Corporate Volunteer activities, the BACVC is my first recommendation.
The BACVC provides a wide range of expertise at the grassroots, local and national levels.
The programming, outreach and collective wisdom of the participants and staff provide
counsel for every aspect of community outreach and for every corporate volunteer
coordinator – just entering the arena or veteran.
			
Jo Licata
Community Projects Manager
Hilton San Francisco
Membership with the BACVC is vital to my work organizing ASG’s volunteer and
community service programs. To be able to access best practices from other members
has made my experience planning events much easier. Learning what has worked well
and where there have been challenges saves me time and increases the success of our
events. I would recommend the BACVC to anyone who organizes volunteer activities.
Jennifer Bokesch
Community Service– Program Manager
The Ascent Services Group

volunteer!

